Managed Access Control
We Got You Covered

People Count on You
Being responsible for your company’s security is no trivial matter. Protecting people and property, preventing
incidents and criminal activity, and observing and reporting on suspicious activities are all in the job description.
Backing up servers, updating applications, configuring hardware…well, those may be in the job description
also…but they don’t have to be.
PSIshield helps you improve security and provide employees with peace of mind, without the hassles of
administering, maintaining and if applicable hosting your own access control.
PSIshield is a range of access control solutions, ranging from a hosted model which empowers companies to
remotely control their own security tasks in real-time via the Internet, to a managed solution which turns over
select security responsibilities to PSI, to somewhere in between.
Lately, there has been a shift in the philosophy of protecting people and property. There is a growing realization
among organizations that the best way to manage access control is to outsource it, just as organizations have
done with their IT, payroll and legal responsibilities. We offer PSIshield Managed Security to meet this need.

No Access Control “Know-How” Required
A PSIshield Managed Access Control Solution virtually eliminates the time and effort needed to continually train staff on an
access control system.

PSIshield offers a full spectrum of security services, so you get the solution that’s just right for your organization.
This level of innovation translates into significant advantages in flexibility and scalability, while reducing the
infrastructure and training costs compared with traditional systems.

Three Flexible Solutions
Our Hosted solution empowers you to remotely control your own security management tasks in
real time over the web. The solution can scale from 2-doors to enterprise level and offers low cost of service to a
large community of users. As a web-based, hosted service, updates to the platform are made transparently to the
user, and without any intervention or service disruption.
In a Managed solution, all security needs are provided by PSI’s team of security professionals. No investment in
headcount is required by the customer since we manage all system tasks and maintenance, while frequently
communicating with you, the customer, to accommodate all your security requirements. It is the closest thing to
worry-free security.
The PSIshield Access Control Solution enables us to provide a customizable service that could be a hybrid of both
Hosted and Managed access control. A Hybrid solution can be tailored to those customers who want to be handson with managing part of the system, but not manage the entire system on their own.

Historically, security has been provided in a reactive way. In this “break/fix” model, the customer waits until
something breaks down and then calls the security systems provider in a panic. As security systems become more
and more critical to your operation, this model just doesn’t work anymore. The disruptions, downtime, loss of
productivity, and expense – not to mention the anxiety and headaches – are uneconomical, especially in today’s
environment. PSIshield is designed to address the major hurdles our customers face and proactively anticipate
and respond to their needs.

The Benefits
PSIshield Managed Access Control addresses the major hurdles our customers face and proactively anticipate and
respond to their needs.
1. Improved Infrastructure. PSIshield hosted access control virtually eliminates customers network and computing
infrastructure capital costs and ongoing operational expenses such as database/operating system upgrades,
hardware replacement, firmware updates, anti-virus software and networking equipment.
2. No Access Control “Know-How” Required. Our trained professionals know and understand security along with
the hardware and software installed and can provide that expertise to your organization and your security
operation. This saves an extensive investment in ongoing training and staffing costs.
3. A System that Works Right because it’s Managed Right. As certified Kantech and Enterpass security integrators,
your entire security system is professionally and properly managed and maintained. This includes card profile
management, ongoing scheduled backups, system monitoring, full redundancy (hosted) and data security.
4. Manpower Expense. PSIshield Managed Access Control significantly reduces the need for dedicated customer
staff to administer the system. This makes access control more affordable. Most importantly, you will enjoy the
peace of mind that comes with knowing that your security services are being professionally managed.

